Welcome to Rutgers Day
Explore our proud history as a colonial college and our bright future as a comprehensive research institution. Whether you’re a first-time guest or a frequent visitor, we invite you to get reacquainted with our great university and have some fun along the way. Rutgers Day also coincides with Alumni Weekend, so meet up with old friends and share memories!

General Information
Program Locations
Find the location of programs by matching the red circled number on the campus maps.

Information Tents
Directions, campus maps, first aid requests, and other assistance.

Parking
Rutgers lots designated on the maps are open and free. Buses should park on the Livingston Campus.

Rutgers Day Bus Transportation
The free Rutgers Day Bus Loop runs continuously to the Busch, College Avenue, and Cook/Douglass campuses. Only official guide dogs for the seeing or hearing impaired are allowed on Rutgers buses.

Livingston Shuttle
This shuttle runs regularly between the Busch and Livingston student centers.

Accessibility
All Rutgers Day buses and most Rutgers buildings (except historic buildings) are wheelchair accessible.

Campus Shuttles
Passenger golf cart shuttles are available for visitors in some areas of the Busch and Cook/Douglass campuses. Look for the shuttle stops on each campus map.

First Aid and Emergency Services
Assistance is available at the information tents as well as from Rutgers Day staff and public safety personnel. Emergency phones are located throughout our campuses. Call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211, or dial 911.

Lost Persons and Items
Immediately report a lost person to the nearest information tent or to any Rutgers Day staff member in an orange T-shirt. You can also call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211. Report or bring lost items to the nearest information tent.

Restrooms
Restrooms are available in all open buildings.

Dining
Each campus offers dining halls and food vendors.

Performance Stages
Stages feature entertainment all day long!

Photography and Videography
Photographs and videos taken at Rutgers Day may appear in our publications and website. By attending Rutgers Day, you grant Rutgers all rights to use these photos and videos in any medium and for all purposes that support the mission of the university. Please let our photographer or videographer know if you do not want your image taken.
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All-day programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Animal Science BBQ
Start the morning right with fresh coffee, bagels, and pork roll sandwiches, or stop by for a lunch of Jersey Fresh beef burgers, bison burgers, Italian sausages, veggie burgers, hot dogs, and beverages. Society of Animal Science CDF-438

Ask the State Climatologist
Marine Science Building, front lawn
Visit with New Jersey climate experts and find out more about extremes and change that continue to impact the Garden State. Office of the New Jersey State Climatologist CDF-210

Conserving a Natural New Jersey
Walton Center for Remote Sensing & Spatial Analysis
Come see how aerial engineering and geospatial information systems help promote the conservation of New Jersey’s land, marine, and coastal environments. Center for Remote Sensing & Spatial Analysis CDF-9

Ecstatic about the Environment
Fun, hands-on demonstrations on weather, environmental protection, sustainability, and restoration are sure to make you smile. Department of Environmental Sciences CDF-701

Fishing Game
Marine Science Building, front lawn
Bring the kids to participate in a fishing game to win prizes and learn interesting facts about the ocean. Rutgers Oceanography Club CDF-235

Helyar House Plant Sale
College Farm Road
Browse a selection of student-grown vegetable and herb plants. Helyar House CDF-703

Horsing Around
Bring the kids for face painting, and pick up a T-shirt to support our equestrian adventures. Rutgers University Equestrian Team CDF-67

Where to Eat
Neilion Dining Hall serves a full cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

Douglas Student Center offers various options.

Harvest Café serves dishes made from whole, minimally processed foods (open until 2 p.m.).

Petting Zoo
Meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photos, class year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CDF-56

Tour the Equine Lab
Red Barn, Equine Physiology Lab
Get an equine anatomy lesson with “Wishbone,” the center’s life-size articulated equine skeleton, and learn about the Equine Science 4 Kids program. Rutgers Equine Science Center CDF-113

Weather Breakdown
Watch weather experiments, play a trivia game, and meet members to talk about everything weather-related. Rutgers University Meteorology Club CDF-209

WeatherWatcher
Come aboard the Rutgers Science Bus! Through a variety of hands-on activities, kids learn key STEM concepts and gain scientific literacy. Math and Science Learning Center CDF-502

Rutgers Science Explorer: Changing Climates
Learn about how scientists analyze past climates and predict future climate change. Math and Science Learning Center CDF-586

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
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FOLK FESTIVAL

Celebrate Native Americans in New Jersey at the New Jersey Folk Festival

Located on the lawn of Woodlawns Mansion, the Folk Festival offers live music and dance performances, an array of crafts and food vendors, as well as children’s activities and heritage demonstrations.

Douglass Centennial Scavenger Hunt
Lot 78
Participate in a fun scavenger hunt to win a prize. Along the way, explore the resources and support that Douglass offers. Douglass Residential College CDLBA-141

Douglass Fun - Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
Lot 78
Help wish Douglass a happy 100th birthday! Make a birthday card, get a coloring book to take home, get a temporary tattoo, and more. Douglass Residential College Student Organizations CDLBA-378

Get Engaged: Practice Politics in 2018
Lot 78
Register to vote, cast your ballot in a real voting booth, and play politics-themed games. Eagleton Institute of Politics CDLBA-449

Green Screen Getaway
Loree Building, room 007
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology CDLBA-138

Language Diversity Challenge
Learn how language has the power to connect and culturally divide us. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-200

Photo Booth and Scavenger Hunt
Strike a pose with a professional backdrop, light stands, and props. Plus, explore Rutgers Day with photo scavenger hunt and share your findings using a special hashtag. Rutgers Photography Club CDLBA-524

Re-Energize with Kinesiology and Health
Lot 78
Learn about the dynamics of human movement while competing with a Rutgers athlete! Department of Kinesiology and Health CDLBA-493

Survival Game
Based on an exhibit at the Exploratorium museum in San Francisco, join in this fun game where you’re a Maasai herder. Help your herd grow and manage shocks like droughts and disease. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-203

Your Name Here—in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean
Lot 78
Write the characters that "spell" your name with the help of calligraphers. Try your hand at East Asian character writing, using a brush and traditional inks. Department of Asian Languages and Cultures CDLBA-23

Loree Building Area Programs listed by start times
11 a.m.: 1:30 p.m.
Chemistry: Seriously? Should You Be Doing That?
Loree Building, room 024
Take in a series of demonstrations that highlight the thrills and defeats of chemical experiments. Department of Chemistry & Chemical Biology CDLBA-486

Passion Puddle Area All-day programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
4-H Ring Toss
Play ring toss or purchase refreshments like hot pretzels, Italian ice, and water. Collegiate 4-H CDPP-457

4-H Sleepaway Camp in Stokes State Forest
Is summer camp a fit for your child? Learn more about a 4-H camp that offers a classic 1951 camp experience. 4-H Camp, 4-H Youth Development, and RCE CDPP-720

Alpha Zeta Sandwich Sale
Stop by for a pulled pork sandwich or merchandise to support our fraternity. Alpha Zeta CDPP-545

Boisterous Biochemistry and Marvelous Microbiology
Explore the molecules of life, see microbes in action, build your own bug, and explore how microorganisms change the world. Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology, Rutgers Student Chapter of the American Society of Microbiology, G.H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Undergraduate Club, The Rutgers Association of Toxicology Students (R.A.T.S.) CDPP-226

Book Sale Fundraiser
Browse books for readers young and old, from fiction and field guides to self-help, cooking, foreign language, and more. Ecology and Evolution Graduate Student Association CDPP-108

Child Seat Inspection
Learn about car seat inspection stations available at Rutgers and more. University Public Safety - Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-104

Cook Alumni Association Annual Meeting
Stop by and reconnect with old friends. Cook Alumni Association CDPP-8

Dig In!
Dig into the amazing variety of New Jersey soils, and learn what makes healthy soils and healthy plants! New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Rutgers Soil Testing Lab and Plant Diagnostic Lab CDPP-353

Farmers Market Seedling Sale
Sales benefit community garden programs held at the market’s flagship site on Jones Avenue. New Brunswick Community Farmers Market CDPP-181

Food Science Barbecue
Stop by for a hot dog or burger! Food Science Graduate Student Association CDPP-228

Harvest Café
Experience Rutgers’ plant-forward dining destination! Taste-test the Scarlet Knight Smoothie or Quinoa Cauliflower Cake. Rutgers Dining Services CDPP-78

How to Use a Fire Extinguisher
Learn a skill that can potentially save your life. University Public Safety - Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-103

Ice Cream Sale
Indulge in homemade ice cream, made by students. Undergraduate Food Science Club CDPP-124

Jersey Berries
Browse a display of blueberries and cranberries—some plants will be available for purchase. Department of Plant Biology CDPP-149

Know Your Limits
Put on the “drunk goggles” and experience firsthand the perceptual changes that occur during intoxication. Center of Alcohol Studies, Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology, Center for Communication and Health Issues - RU SURE Program, Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-296

Labor Movement Pop Quiz
Test your knowledge of the New Jersey labor movement. Kids are invited to “build” their future careers with foam blocks. School of Management and Labor Relations CDPP-164

Learning by Doing
Learn about exciting and innovative research through the lens of outstanding undergraduate researchers. Aresty Research Center for Undergraduates CDPP-726

Love Your Weeds
Learn to press plants like a scientist, see what weeds look like under a microscope, and identify New Jersey’s edible and not-so-edible plants. Chrysler Herbarium, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences CDPP-460

Master Gardener Plant Sale
Ask an expert and shop unusual and popular vegetables, fruits, herbs, and flowers. Rutgers and Ramapo tomatoes go fast, so stop by early! Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-679
Passion Puddle Area Programs listed by start time

10:30 a.m.  Food Science Award Ceremony  
Celebrate this year’s Outstanding Achievement Award recipient with light refreshments served by the Food Science Graduate Student Association.  Department of Food Science  CDPP-693

11 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m.  Athlete for a Day  
How does it feel to train like a Division I athlete? Challenge yourself with the conditioning training of Rutgers Women’s Soccer, Center for Health and Human Performance, Institute of Food, Nutrition, and Health, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences  CDPP-572

11 a.m.  Build Your DNA  
Put together a large DNA model puzzle, or build your own model with fuzzy pipe cleaners and paper clips.  G. H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Club  CDROL-172

11 a.m.  Red Oak Lane Area All-day Programs  
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.  A Walk in the Park  
FLEX your design muscles at the sketching table, create your own Zen garden, or pose with plants in the photo booth.  Rutgers Landscape Architecture Club  CDROL-123

Ag Entrepreneurs  
See the new crops that students have produced, and learn the nutritional, health, and economical impact they can have on our community.  Plant Biology  CDROL-683

Annual Honey Sale  
Learn about honeybees and Rutgers’ beekeeping club, and even purchase some honey to take home.  HIVE, The Beekeepers Association of Rutgers  CDROL-434

Autism Awareness Activities  
Participate in activities, from coloring pages to word searches, to increase your understanding of autism.  Akhil Autism Foundation: Rutgers Chapter  CDROL-115

Bake Sale  
Help raise funds for school builds, teacher training, scholarships, and WASH (water, sanitation, and hygiene) programming in Ghana, Guatemala, and Laos.  Pencils of Promise  CDROL-379

Build Your DNA  
Put together a large DNA model puzzle, or build your own model with fuzzy pipe cleaners and paper clips.  G. H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Club  CDROL-172

Climb That Tree  
Climb a famous Rutgers Red Oak by way of a rope ladder.  Outdoors Club  CDROL-495

Doggie Dance Party  
Bring the pups for a physical activity demonstration and homemade healthy dog treats.  O Beta Alpha Omicron Nu Honor Society  CDROL-275

Environmental Awareness  
From the little acorn to the mighty oak, the environment is all around. Test your nature knowledge and plant a seed is all around. Test your nature knowledge and plant a seed to take home.  School of Environmental and Biological Sciences Governing Council  CDROL-12

Experience the Impact  
Through powerful pictures and video, experience for yourself the impact of Habitat for Humanity efforts.  Rutgers University Habitat for Humanity  CDROL-64

Fight the Knight  
Take in a sparing demonstration, get a quick lesson, and even challenge an experienced member in riot gear.  Martial Arts Club  CDROL-74

Fun with Bugs  
Marvel at exotic insects and arachnids, pick up a T-shirt and other entomology novelties, and have fun with bugs, including the ever popular cockroach races!  Graduate Entomology Student Association  CDROL-322

Garden in a Bag  
Fill a bag with soil and seeds, tape it to your window, and watch the seeds sprout before your eyes!  Students for Environmental Awareness  CDROL-391

Get to Know Green Print  
Get to know this online newspaper based on Cook Campus. Pick up a special printed issue or a promotional pin.  Green Print  CDROL-233

Get to Know the SEBS Ambassadors  
Learn about the different programs and groups that make up the SEBS Ambassadors.  SEBS Ambassadors  CDROL-334

Go Bananas for Biotechnology  
Watch student scientists extract DNA from bananas using everyday reagents like salt water and alcohol.  Designer Genes Biotechnology Club  CDROL-500

Hunger Games  
See how education, outreach, and activism on campus can impact hunger in the community.  Student Organized Rutgers Against Hunger  CDROL-122

Imaginate Coloring Book  
Color with the club and enjoy student-submitted writing and artwork.  The Imaginate Literary Magazine  CDROL-390

People Puzzles  
Test your knowledge about (and why!). Sociologists will answer your most pressing questions about human behavior.  Department of Sociology  CDPP-63

Reducing Hunger  
See the impact of hunger-reducing efforts in New Jersey, and learn more about how you can help in New Brunswick or your own community.  Rutgers Cooperative Extension  CDPP-212

Rutgers Cinema  
Stop by for popcorn, posters, passes, and more.  University Public Safety - Rutgers University Police Department  CDPP-105

Science Communication  
Meet the faculty and get your questions answered.  Pathology, New Jersey Medical School  CDPP-426

Shop the Plaza  
Mini-lectures, information sessions, interactive games, and hands-on activities abound at the Plaza, Livingston Campus’ retail area.  Institutional Planning and Operations, Economic Development Group  CDPP-176

Spring Is for Planting  
Time to get growing! Ask advice from the experts, purchase plants for your home garden, and browse vendors from our weekly farm market.  Rutgers Gardens  CDPP-48

Walk Through a Burning Building  
Experience a fire situation firsthand by walking through a simulated fire safety trailer.  Rutgers University Fire Safety Services - Rutgers University Emergency Services  CDPP-102

What’s New in Technology?  
Experience a demonstration of virtual reality and augmented reality technology.  kite+key, Rutgers Tech Store  CDPP-106

The Big R Stage  
Stop by the Big R stage located by Passion Puddle to see our star performers.

11 a.m.; 1 p.m.  Continuing Professional Education  
What’s your big idea? Stop by to see how Rutgers resources can help you meet your career goals.  NJAES Office of Continuing Professional Education  CDPP-517

2 p.m.  Dorm Room Fire  
Next to Lipman Hall  
See simulated fires throughout the day. At 2 p.m., see a live fire demonstration showing how sprinklers can save lives.  Rutgers University Fire Safety Services - Rutgers University Emergency Services  CDPP-101

Go Bananas for Biotechnology  
Watch student scientists extract DNA from bananas using everyday reagents like salt water and alcohol.  Designer Genes Biotechnology Club  CDROL-500

Hunger Games  
See how education, outreach, and activism on campus can impact hunger in the community.  Student Organized Rutgers Against Hunger  CDROL-122

Imaginate Coloring Book  
Color with the club and enjoy student-submitted writing and artwork. The Imaginate Literary Magazine  CDROL-390

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Interactive Sustainable Activities
Learn about water filtration, energy production via turbines, and recycling. Students for Environmental and Energy Development CDROL-529

Landscape Architecture Crafts
Explore the wide and varied field of landscape architecture with crafts and Legos. Landscape Architecture Graduate Student Association (LAGSA) CDROL-592

Leadership Through Adventure
Participate in interactive, experiential education opportunities. Leadership & Experiential Learning CDROL-47

Literary Trivia Toss
Answer trivia questions about famous books or fairy tales by tossing bean bags towards the right answer. Reach Out And Read CDROL-120

No Kid Hungry Bake Sale
Shop an assortment of cookies, cupcakes, brownies, bars, truffles, scones, edible cookie dough, and other delicious sweet treats. Rutgers Student Bakers CDROL-81

Nutrition Myth or Fact
Can you spot the nutrition myths? Rutgers University Nutrition Club CDROL-152

Origami Shuriken
Learn how to craft origami shuriken or other origami figures. Rutgers Asian American Cultural Center, Anime and Japanese Environmental Society CDROL-191

Photogruffy Water Station
Bring your dog, or play with ours, at the photo booth and water station. Rutgers Companion Animal Club CDROL-148

Plant Sale
Purchase herbs, veggies, and flowers for your garden to support graduate student researchers. And, get gardening tips for novice and expert growers. Cook Researchers of Plant Science CDROL-117

Pre-med/Pre-dent
Learn what it takes to be admitted into medical and dental schools, and what a career in these areas looks like. Pre-Medical Society, Pre-Dental Society CDROL-87

Primate Conservation Station
Learn about primate conservation, get your face painted as your favorite primate, and play fun primate-themed games! Rutgers University for Primate Conservation CDROL-485

Protecting New Jersey’s Wildlife
Experience the local impact of this organization and see a specimen to expand your knowledge of New Jersey’s wildlife. The Wildlife Society: Rutgers Student Chapter CDROL-362

Putt Around
Explore the world of turfgrass through an interactive live putting green. School of Environmental and Biological Sciences CDROL-36

RU Nutty
Take the nut quiz! Win a hazelnut tree and learn about the Rutgers Dogwood Breeding Program’s newest release, Scarlet Fire. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-40

RU Spiritual?
Stop by this interactive exhibit to ponder the existential questions of the universe. Travel through a small labyrinth in contemplative thought, or add colored sand to a mandala. Rutgers Protestant Campus Ministry: RU Spiritual CDROL-385

RU Sustainable?
Sustainability is about more than just the environment. Play a trivia game to find out how sustainable U R, and win a custom designed sticker! Rutgers Student Sustainability Coalition CDROL-303

Self-guided Greenhouse Tour and Plant Sale
Floriculture Greenhouses
Walk through the Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse to browse tropical plants. Shop the plant sale and purchase something to take home. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-341

Student Parents
Learn how this organization is increasing the visibility of this population by pushing for affordable on-campus childcare, advising, and mentoring. Rutgers Students With Children CDROL-85

Sugar Overload
How much sugar do the foods you eat contain? Learn about healthier alternatives. Nutritional Sciences CDROL-733

Test Your Stormwater Knowledge
Test your knowledge about stormwater and receive a free gift. Rutgers Environmental Health & Safety CDROL-72

The Red Oaks of Red Oak Lane
Learn about the challenges facing the oak trees that line Red Oak Lane, and get a sneak peek at the area’s future. Rutgers Urban Forestry Program, Department of Landscape Architecture CDROL-239

Veg Society
Pick up a vegetarian starter guide and learn about a plant based-diet. Rutgers Veg Society CDROL-356

Vermicompost Demonstration
Learn more about this composting technique, and play an interactive game. RU Compost CDROL-370

Whack-A-Knight
Come one, come all as the knights of the Scarlet Cross take to the field to accept all challengers! Scarlet Cross CDROL-359

What is the Purpose of Life?
Navigate our interactive display to ask life’s deepest questions. InterVarsity Multi-Ethnic Christian Fellowship CDROL-553

Where Are We?
Test your geography trivia knowledge, play with a blow-up globe, and pin locations on the interactive map. Rutgers Undergraduate Geography Society CDROL-133

Women’s Center Exploration
Take a tour and learn about a day in the life of a volunteer. Women's Center Coalition CDROL-638

Red Oak Lane Area Programs listed by start time

11:30 a.m.
Carnivorous Plants
Floriculture Greenhouses
You don’t want to touch these plants, they might bite... or maybe leave a sticky digestive enzyme that consumes slowly. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-342

12 p.m.
Horticultural Therapy Tour
Floriculture Greenhouses
Get a crash course in the practice and profession of horticultural therapy. Learn about the role plants can play in healing and rehabilitation. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-352

1:30 p.m.
All About Orchids
Floriculture Greenhouses
Visit this collection of the largest plant family: the orchids. See hundreds of diverse species and exotic hybrids. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-351

2:30 p.m.
Edible vs. Poisonous
Floriculture Greenhouses
Ever see a macadamia or cashew plant? One nut is near impossible to open, the other is poisonous when raw. Find out which is which on this tour of edible and not-so-edible plants. Department of Plant Biology, Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-344
Alumni Weekend
Alumni Weekend has once again come together with Rutgers Day to offer more opportunities to celebrate your Rutgers connections. On Friday, April 27, and Saturday, April 28, reunite with your classmates and Rutgers family at a series of events presented by the Rutgers University Alumni Association.

Reconnect, Recharge, and Reunite!
Looking for a place to meet up with former classmates and friends at Rutgers Day? Reconnect at the Scarlet Headquarters on the Busch, Cook/Douglass, and College Avenue campuses. Take a break from the elements and recharge with refreshments. Grab your class year button to show your Rutgers pride! Get information on how to sign up for the weekend activities.

Friday Programs
12 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Hospitality Suite
Winants Hall

12 p.m. – 2 p.m.
Scarlet Traditions: Kirkpatrick Chapel Class Stones
Kirkpatrick Chapel

Saturday Programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Scarlet Headquarters
Busch Campus
College Avenue Campus
Cook/Douglass Campus

10:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Rutgers Day & All Alumni Parade
Leave from College Avenue Gym

1 p.m. – 2 p.m.
Alumni Memorial Service
Kirkpatrick Chapel

Learn more about the Rutgers University Alumni Association at RAlumni.com

Thank you for being a part of Rutgers Day!

We would like to express our appreciation to our guests, faculty, staff, students, alumni, and all who helped make this day a success.
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